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BOLIVIA a·ETWEEN ,REVOLUTIONS 

BY J A MES PE TR AS 

Three major political upheavals have occurred in Bolivia's 
recent history : ( 1 ) the nationalist n:volution of 1952, led and 
directed by the Mouimiento Nacional Revolucionario (MNR); 
( 2) the 1964 military coup of General Barrientos; and ( 3) the 
October 1970 mass mobilization which defeated a military
rightist coup and put General Torres in power. 

The nationalist revolution of 1952 led to the expropria
tion of the tin mines ( Bolivia's major export product), a sweep
ing agrarian reform involving the expropriation of most landed 
estates, the formation of a workers' militia, the extension of 
peasant unions, etc. However, between 1952-1953 when the 
MNR took power and 1964 when it was overthrown, these 
reforms were eroded in the following ways: 

First, with U.S. aid, assistanc~, and training, the military 
apparatus was reconstituted-it never had been fully destroyed. 
New and old officers were recruited who saw in the armed 
miners a ·threat to their status and power. Initially attempting to 
balance between social forces, the MNR government increas
ingly relied on the Army to force regressive economic and 
social policies on the populace. 

J ames Petras is the Director of Latin American Development Studies 
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Second, the extensive land redistribution resulted jn small 
fragmented land-holdings, with little or no ~£fort being made to 
organize the peasants in larger units of production or to provide 
necessary credits, technical assistance, infrastructure, etc., which 
would have made the peasantry an effective force in economic 
development. 

Third, the MNR was able to "nationalize" the tin mines 
without overt U.S. intervention because U.S. economic interests 
were not involved-the nationalizations involved Bolivian and 
European capitalists. Subsequently the , "nationalism" of the 
MNR, under pressure from the United States, gave way to a 
pro-imperialist position. The economic ( and political) recom
mendations of international agencies largely controlled by the 
United States were accepted by the MNR and imposed on the · 
populace: devaluations, salary and wage freezes, concessons 
to foreign private investors, and the like. 

Fourth, the MNR was nevertheless able to construct a 
formidable political party apparatus that penetrated all sectors 
of the society. The fusion of party and government function
aries and the bureaucratization of the peasant unions and some 
urban unions created a "new class,;' petty-bourgeois in men
tality, vitally concerned with advancing personal careers, and 
seizing economic opportunities. The political effect of the growth 
of the "new class" was the fragmentation of the party into 
several factions, deeply immersed in "spoils" politics, mutually 
breeding corruption in public office. If the politics of the 
MNR led to the resurrection of the right-wing and subsequently 
to the 1964 military coup, the public conduct of its members 
and factions gave the Right the "moral" justification for talcing 
power. 

While the MNR maintained control of the state appara
tus, the possibility of revolutionary socialists' leading a revolu
tionary struggle were limited by two factors, one organizational 
and the other ideological. The organizational apparatus of the 
MNR reached down into each and every trade union and 
neighborhood; some lower cadres continued to believe that the 
leaders would someday see the light and return to the true 
path of social revolution. Others maintained their support in 
exchange for small favors and symbolic payoffs. At the same 
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time, the revolutionary nationalist rhetoric of the MNR.. con
tinued to mystify the masses. This ideological mystification was 
only slowly dissolved in the cities by the rightward drift of the 
MNR. In the countryside the peasant masses, manipulated by 
the new team of government-party-union functionaries, were 
led to believe that any change ( either to the Left or to the 
Right) would result in the loss of their increasingly subdivided 
subsistence plots of land. 

Despite the anti-popular measures adopted between 1956 
and 1964, the MNR maintained itself in power through its 
organizational-ideological apparatus. But it was too weak to 
thwart an army-led uprising in 1964. The anti-popular policies 
had undercut any possibility of a popular uprising to save the 
MNR government. 

The new conservatism introduced by the Barrientos coup 
of 1964, however, was selective in the choice of policies. In
stead of reversing the agrarian reform in the sense of calling 
back the old landowners, Barrientos encouraged new agrarian 
capitalists: large-scale commercial production was supported; 
differentiation among the poor and better-off beneficiaries of 
the land reform was promoted; and the peasant union bu
reaucrats, previously subsidized by the MNR, now received 
their favors and slaps on the back from Barrientos. 

Concessions to U .S. and European private capital were 
extended and consolidated: the social peace and political at
mosphere nec~ry to attract foreign capitalist investment were 
achieved by Barrientos. The militant class-conscious sectors of 
the working class, the miners' unions, were savagely attacked: 
throughout 1965-1966 hundreds of working-class militants were 
killed, thousands were arrested. The radio stations and news
papers and the political infrastructure which the miners had 
maintained despite the MNR were taken over. The MNR 
party apparatus, lacking state funds, its leadership deeply com
promised, was incapable of mobilizing an effective resistance. 
The long night ( 1964-1969) of the Barrientos dictatorship 
did have one major political effect of strategic importance for 
the development of revolutionary socialist politics: it shattered 
the MNR organizational apparatus, and exiled the leaders, 
thus breaking the MNR's political hegemony over the popular 
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movement. Barrientos's "nationalist" ideology combined with 
his pro-United States and anti-working class policies further 
demystified the people's faith in "revolutionary nationalism." 
Nevertheless, while Barrientos destroyed MNR political hegem
ony and laid the groundwork for socialist politics, his violently 
repressive measures seriously weakened the capacity of the 
class-conscious political organizations to take advantage of the 
situation. 

The death ( or assassination) of Barrientos and the as
sumption of power by Ovando provided the first opportunity 
for the working-class forces to recover from the repression and 
to reverse some of the pro-imperialist policies adopted during 
the previous periods. In retrospect the Ovando government 
can be seen to have been a transitional political phenomenon 
which served as a bridge to the present. 

At its high point, with Quiroga Santa Cruz as Minister 
of Mines, the Ovando government nationalized the holdings 
of Gulf Oil and recognized the right of workers to organize, 
strike, etc. The liberalization of the Ovando regime and the 
nationalization measures occurred less because of mass pressure 
than because of the initiative of the left-nationalists in the 
cabinet. Lacking a solid social base, the "progressive" period 
of the transitional Ovando government was short and the 
measures taken were, in themselves, of little revolutionary sig
nificance. Ovando's turn to the Right during the last months 
of his regime was "structurally" determined: firmly linked to 
the supporters of the Barrientos military leadership, Ovando 
sought to pacify U.S. and Bolivian financial and business in
terests, disconcerted by the measures taken by the nationalists 
in his government. Once again "revolutionary nationalism" 
attempted first to balance between the bourgeoisie and imperial
ism on the one hand and the working class on the other, only 
to move to the Right. Each time the choice of progressive 
measures open to the revolutionary nationalists within the 
capitalist framework was more limited. 

The attempted right-wing coup of October 1970 (led by 
General Miranda et al.) was an attempt to restore the police

. state capitalism of the Barrientos period. The effective mobiliza
tion of the working class and the def eat of the coup signaled 
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the recovery of working-class solidarity. Nevertheless, the mass 
movement lacked a leadership capable of taking power and 
expressing the socialist orientation of strategic sectors of the 
working class. In the struggle against the October coup, the 
working class and socialist groups were clearly in ascendance. 

General Torres, recognizing its potential power, offered 50 
percent of the cabinet posts to the Marxist Left. The fragmen
tation and divisions were so great however that they could not 
take advantage of the crisis even on the governmental level. 
The absence of arms was a key factor limiting the capacity of 
the working class to take total power in Oc:ober 1970, and 
again in January and March of 1971. 

The theoretical question of a revolutionary party or lead
ership was resolved in practice: lacking both, the semi-armed 
and socialist oriented working-class. movement ended up sup
porting the left-nationalist sector of the army led by General 
Torres. Showing great power of mobilization against rightist
fomented coups, the working-class movement was too divided 
within itself to exercise hegemony over the whole of society. 
The initial victory of Torres was largely based on the effective 
national strike called by the Bolivian Workers Confederation: 
the military divided, once the workers' initial political force 
had been demonstrated, one sector supporting the ultra Right, 
the other General Torres. 

Once Torres had convinced sectors of the military that 
they had more to lose by joining the Right against the workers' 
general strike than by working with him, he played his political 
cards in such a way as to consolidate his personal rule. His 
program contained the old "revolutionary nationalist" formulas 
in a new context. Torres nationalized part of the sugar in
dustry, restored the miners' working and living conditions to 
what they were prior to 1965, promised to "deepen" the revolu
tion, nationalized the processing of tin by-products, and freed 
political prisoners. It is clear that to keep in power and main
tain his program within the capitalist framework, Torres needs 
to hold onto the army and the national bourgeoisie, even while 
they prepare plots to overthrow his government. The Torres 
government is one of the few governments in the world which 
tolerates and finances its own internal subversion. Nevertheless 
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each coup that fails weakens the Right and increases working
class pressure for a complete restructuring of society. Torres has 
shown considerable ability to maneuver, as well as personal 
courage, and this has helped him to stay in power. His fun
damental weakness is his attempt to build a government on a 
socioeconomic program ( "revolutionary nationalism" ) which 
has little or no support either among the politicized workers 
or among the bourgeoisie and its allies in the military and the 
U.S. Embassy. In this situation the political crisis continues, 
provoking a more profound polarization which will probably 
lead to new rightist plots and confrontations with the socialist 
working class. The real struggle today is over whether Bolivia 
will become a capitalist police state or turn toward socialism. 

President Torres and the Miners! Socialism vs. Nationalism 
In response to the attempted January 10 right-wing coup, 

twenty thousand tin miners, armed with guns and dynamite, 
marched on La Paz to repudiate the putschists. In Plaza 
Murillo, in front of the government palace, President Torres 
was ready with his speech. The workers, however, were there 
not to listen but to tell Torres where they stood. The two 
most popular slogans on the march were: "The people armed, 
the people respected!" and "Long live Socialist Bolivia ; death 
to the fascist coup!" Torres began his speech: "In this very 
historic square I promised my people a government of the 
people when I assumed office last October 7 .... " 

The workers interrupted repeatedly: "Arms yes! Promises 
no!" 

"As you know, things don't come about by miracles. The 
workers of Bolivia need arms and tools. But arms and tools 
need to be bought. This you can be sure: everything will arrive 
with time." 

The workers insisted: "Socialism!" 
"Beginning tomorrow," continued Torres, " we will meet 

with the leaders of the workers, universities, peasants, and 
progressive intellectuals in order to study the active participa
tion of the people in the center of the government. We will 
produce a Bolivian government for Bolivians." 

"Workers to power!" the mass gathering repeated. 
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Torres continued: "The armed forces are being purified. 
They will be the guardians of our revolutionary nationalism." 

In response the ma~ insisted: "Socialism!" 
Torres responded: "Have patience, we are not going to 

stay long in this" (i.e., "revolutionary nationalism"]. 
This historic meeting between the Bolivian working class 

and Torres clearly showed that as far as the masses were con
cerned socialism is on the immediate agenda, that "revolution
ary nationalism" has lost its hold over the masses. One result 
is that many previous revolutionary nationalist political leaders 
now differentiate themselves from Torres and have come out 
with the demand for socialism. 

Popular Assembly: Institutionalizing Revolutionary Power 

Torres has resisted up to now ( March 1971) the forma
tion of a Popular Assembly made up of workers and students 
organizations with legislative powers. The reasons are obvious 
-the revolutionary process would be greatly accelerated, the 
military would react negatively, and Torres himself would be 
displaced as the key figure in Bolivian politics. In .the mean
time Torres chose to criticize the organizers of the Popular 
Assembly for allowing the MNR to participate, noting correctly 
that the MNR is a pro-imperialist party. The revolutionary 
Left ( Marxists and Catholics) claim that a substantial sector 
of the La Paz working class still· formally considers itself part 
of the MNR and that the only way to break the hold of the 
MNR leadership is to include its trade unionists in the Popular 
Assembly. Despite the enormous possibilities which the Assem
bly presents for carrying out a socialist transformation from 
below and the general support which the project has, the 
various factions of the Left have not been able to agree among 
themselves sufficiently to effectively organize it. On the other 
hand, attempts by a handful of ideologues of the "nationalist 
Left" to put together a "front" in support of Torres have 
also been unsuccessful. 

The lack of firm political organization and institutions 
thus allows T orres a considerable amount of room for political 
maneuvers between social/political forces and the army, but 
at the same time makes him highly vulnerable. The only insti-
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tutional grouping to which Torres "belongs" is the army- and 
this has not exactly been his source of loyal support. 

The Miners 
The epicenter of working-class socialism is the tin miners. 

Among the most class-conscious and politicized workers in the 
world, the Bolivian tin miners have shown enormous capacity 
to move as a decisive force in crucial historic moments. The 
miners serve .as a rallying poirit for the urban poor, the indus
trial workers, and the radicalized students. While the absolute 
number of tin miners, especially those in the large mines, is 
probably fewer than five percent of the labor force, their 
strategic position in the economy, their organizational coherence, 
their class consciousness, and their .ability to catalyze other 
forces into action, make them a key element in the struggle 
for socialism. The political leadership of the tin miners' union 
is therefore a major determinant of national politics. 

Two major forces arc competing for political hegemony 
in the miners' union in March 1971 : the supporters, in one 
form or another, of " revolutionary nationalism"-Juan Lechln's 
Left National Revolutionary Party (PRIN) and the Bolivian 
Communist Party (PCB )-and on the other hand the T rotsky
ist Revolutionary Workers' Party ( POR) led by Escobar and 
Lora, and a variety of revolutionary groupings and individuals, 
some associated with revolutionary Catholic circles. Neither 
grouping wishes to be identified as oficialista, that is pro-govern
ment ( which is the equivalent of being defeated ) ; yet leading 
Communist trade unionists consider the revolution a "process" 
-a revived version of the discredited notion of revolution in 
"stages." In this stage, the PCB argues, the role of the workers 
is largely " defensive" : the trade unions must defend Torres 
against the Right and pressure him in the direction of anti
imperialist policies. In practice the PCB is es.5entially lining up 
behind Torres and his program. At the same time T orres is 
being buttressed by new programs of Soviet and Eastern bloc 
assistance. The POR, while favoring tactical unity against 
right-wing coups, sees the need for the active intervention of 
the working class in the political struggle through the formation 
of the Popular Assembly. The critical question about the POR 
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is whether it can unite with other revolutionary socialist groups 
or must remain a minority which serves only to mobilize 
mas.5es in defensive struggles and to develop well trained poli
tical cadres. The transformation of the POR from a small but 
influential cadre group among the tin miners into a national 
political force seems to depend on the party's success in winning 
over a majority of the miners to its program. 

The national Bolivian workers' union, the Central Obrera 
Boliviana '(COB) has taken a position very close to the POR, 
describing the political situation in the following terms: "At 
the present time, there exists in the country an open duality 
of power that is expressed each day and each hour in the 
series of events that pit, on one side, the workers and students 
against, on the other, the private entrepreneurs and garilas 
[military]. The reformist and vacillating government of General 
Torres is in fact caught in this crossfire and unable to define 
its political line, which makes it in any case a prisoner of 
events .... " (Rebeli6n, La Paz, January-February 1971, p. 1). 

The Peasantry 

Since 1952 the peasantry has not played a leadership role 
in national politics. Rather, the peasants have been dominated 
by whatever political group is in power. The peasant union 
leadership in Cochabamba in its turn supported the MNR 
governments prior to 1964, and since then the Barrientos, Ovan
do, and Torres regimes. While numerically a majority of the 
economically active population, the mass of the peasantry, once 
having received their plots of land, have been subject to local 
peasant union leaders ( many of whom are not, strictly speaking, 
peasants) who have entered into clientele relationships with 
government functionaries. The National Peasant Confederation 
officially favors the military-peasant pact. Nevertheless, in cer
tain areas peasants have been mobilized against the status quo, 
from the Right as well as from the Left. In Santa Cruz, the 
new-rich and dynamic region in the south, the local bourgeoisie 
and military have organized peasants, working especially with 
the successful "middle" peasants. The March 1971 uprising 
in Santa Cruz ( a mini-coup) was largely the product of a 
right-wing peasant movement directed by the local bourgeoisie. 
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The Independent Peasant Bloc is the major left-wing organiza
tion and has come out in favor of socialism. However, it repre
sents less than 10 percent of the peasantry. More important, 
several thousand land settlers ( colonos), largely ex-miners and 
unemployed workers, who are farming on the eastern Bolivian 
frontier, recently formed a new association and have strongly 
endorsed a workers' and peasants' government as the basis for 
socialism. Given the uneven political development of different 
popular forces, the current notion of the revolutionary Left is 
that the workers must first take power and then win over the 
peasants, believing that it would be difficult or impossible to 
win over the peasantry be/ ore taking power. 

Univer,ity and Church: New Allies of Socialist Revolution? 
t Up until the past two years, the major student federations 
and the bulk of the student body had shown little or no in
terest in social revolution. On the contrary, the universities had 
taken part in anti-working class movements. The Christian 
Democratic students were the major political force and, while 
verbalizing support for social change, showed little interest in 
overthrowing capitalism. Nevertheless, the death of Che Gue
vara and the moral example of the guerrilla movement initiated 
a serious discussion among student and especially Christian 
Democratic groups. A highly accelerated process of radicaliza
tion took place. The student section of the Christian Demo
cratic Party split and went on to provide a majority of the 
members of the Teoponte guerrilla group which went into 
action in June 1970. In the meantime a major university re
form µiovement led by revolutionary socialists brought about 
changes in administration, teaching personnel, and curriculum; 
and, most important, redefined the universities' relationship 
to the class structure. The process has led to the formation of 
workers' universities and to closer working relationships between 
students, workers, and peasants. The radicalization of the uni
versity and its close ties to the working-class movement has 
led to several important joint actions. Students and workers 
have jointly participated in the mass mobilization against the 
right-wing attempts at coups and have participated on an equal 
basis in the leadership ( C omando Popular) of the mass strug-
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gle. The joint actions of students and workers, following the 
def eat of the guerrilla groups, have largely served to persuade 
students of the ineffectiveness of the guerrilla f oco theory of 
revolution, and to re-orient them toward armed mass struggle. 
The universities thus add a new and possibly important force 
to the miners' struggle for socialism. 

The Bolivian Catholic Church is divided into a number 
of sections. The more conservative hierarchical groups express 
their anti-socialist perspective through the daily newspaper 
Presencia, while the leftward-moving clergy, especially the 
ISAL ( Church and Society in Latin America) group, have 
openly declared their support for socialist revolution. There 
are still some ambiguities in ISAL's formulations regarding the 
possibilities of revolutionary nationalists' transforming themselves 
into socialists in the process of struggle. Nevertheless the con
stant interaction between priests and workers has had the effect 
of radicalizing the priests. Moreover, there is little doubt that 
the workers' struggle for socialism is benefiting from the addi
tional resources ( radio stations, publications) and articulate 
spokesmen which ISAL and the Christian Socialists are bring
ing to the movement. 

The Role of the Military 
The army is divided into three groups: about 40 percent 

support Torres, another 40 percent are to varying degrees in 
opposition, and about 20 percent ( mainly younger officers) 
favor somewhat more "radical" politics, providing they do not 
affect the structure of the army. On the whole, the military 
is predominantly an instrument of U.S. and Bolivian bourgeois 
politics, profoundly hostile to working-class socialism, for the 
obvious reason that the soldiers perceive socialist revolution as 
a threat to their institutional position. Torres shares the same 
loyalties to the military as an institution and has thus been very 
reluctant to sweep away obvious centers of military conspiracy 
and subversion. Only after major armed confrontations has 
Torres "retired" or sent abroad ( as military attaches) military 
opponents. Lacking a firm popular social base or party, Torres 
relies on his men of confidence in the military leadership and 
his personal ability to win popularity through specific measures. 
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U.S. Imperialism in the Present Situation 
With the death of Rene Barrientos U.S. businessmen and 

policy-makers lost a solid ally. Since then U.S. policy has al
ternated between defensive and offensive tactics. 1l1e national
ization of Gulf pushed the United States on the defensive: pres
sure was applied, but the decision stood; hence U.S. policy 
shifted with considerable success to the demand for "adequate" 
compensation. At the same time the Miranda coup of October 
1970 had the support of U.S. business interests and the Em
bassy. With Torres in the presidency, the United States has 
adapted itself to the "new reality" in two ways: working with 
the developmentalists and military within the government to 
limit change, while keeping in touch with the right-wing 
business groups, peasant organizations, and military cabals which 
are hoping to overthrow Torres and restore a Barrientos-style 
police state. 

The Guerrilla Movement and the Bolivian Revolution 
Though Bolivia's two guerrilla movements--the 1967 group 

led by Che Guevara and the Teoponte group led by Chato 
Peredo in 1970--were defeated militarily, their indirect effects 
were considerable. The 1967 guerrilla movement provoked 
profound crises in the university and Church, and to a lesser 
degree among the military: the student movement, especially 
the Christian Democratic leadership, moved sharply to the 
Left, eventually splitting the party and forming the key nucleus 
in the Teoponte guerrilla group of 1970. Sectors of the military 
began to seek a "nationalist" program to head off increasing 
popular pressure, especially as the antiguerrilla operation was 
so visibly influenced by North Americans. The Teoponte guer
rilla movement became active during the Ovando period ( 1969-
1970), coinciding with that regime's move to the Right follow
ing a brief "nationalist" phase. Teoponte symbolized the com
mitment of many young Catholic students to socialist revolu
tion. Though this second group was crushed ( some killed, others 
going into exile, still others dying of hunger in the jungle), 
it served to radicalize the student body, to increase the social 
tensions in society, and to precipitate a confrontation between 
the right-wing military and the popular forces ( mainly the 
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trade unions) supported by the Torres section of the military. 
The unsuccessful guerrilla experience and the succes.sful massive 
mobilization against the fascist-coup attempts convinced revolu
tionary militants that the road to revolution in Bolivia lies 
through a combination of mass mobilization a nd armed strug
gle. "If the one hundred or so armed guerrillas. had been in 
La Paz in O ctober, instead of lost in the jungles, the revolution 
might not have stopped with Torres," a brother of one of the 
dead guerrilleros told me. The rural / oco theory of revolution
ary struggles appears to have lost all support in Bolivia today. 
For the student revolutionaries the · problem is one of forging 
as many links as possible with the working class ( and to a 
lesser degree the peasantry), arming themselves, and preparing 
for a decisive confrontation with the Right. 

Torres: Spokesman for a Moribund "National Capitalism" 
Despite his rhetoric, Torres's revolutionary nationalism is 

largely embedded in a perspective of economic development 
which depends on the national capitalists-notwithstanding the 
fact that these same "national" capitalists support and work 
with U .S. imperialism and the Bolivian military to overthrow 
the Torres government. Upon occasion, Torres himself has de
nounced 'this counter-revolutionary activity of the private sector, 
but he . still believes that he can work through private entre
preneurs and win them over. His speeches on the role of Boli
vian capitalists are revealing: criticism of Bolivian capitalists 
has so far been confined to those private-enterprise sectors 
which have actively supported military attempts to overthrow 
him. H owever, during a visit to an industrial plant (FORNO), 
Torres inadvertently revealed the bankruptcy of Bolivian capi
talism. He was informed by plant management that FORNO 
needed state financial aid if it was to survive. Torres replied 
that almost all factories were at the point of bankruptcy; that 
all required state assistance in the form of loans, and that 
there was a limit on the amount of money available for loans 
from the Central Bank. Torres proposed that the industrialists' 
association ( Chamber of Industries) carry out a study of the 
economic situation and the needs of Bolivian industry so that 
the government could get an idea of industrial priorities. De-
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spite this pervasive and visible cnsis, Torres is still tied to the 
"national capitalist" ideology and premises: he has affirmed 
that his government would "help private enterprise while it 
carried out its function." Despite his promises to "deepen" 
the revolution, · Torres cannot visualize development outside of 
the capitalist framework. Following this path will inevitably 
.lead Torres to embrace the demands of the private entrepre
neurs for "law and order." Unable to develop Bolivia on the 
basis of moribund national capital, he will have to turn to 
foreign investors as sources of loans. The alternatives will be 
posed again in the near future: a private-enterprise police state 
or socialism. "Revolutionary nationalism" has little long-term 
relevance to ei ther workers or capitalists, national or foreign, as 
both in thejr own way understand the reality of the Bolivian 
situation. 

No one can really predict how long Torres will stay in 
power or the exact date when he will fall; the political situa
tion is so fluid and the pace of change is so rapid that a 
single event could trigger off a set of far-reaching changes, 
taking all the pa rticipants more or less by surprise. Neverthe
less what is clear is that Torres is sitting atop a volcano: on 
the one hand, a resurgent working class which is highly radical
ized with solid victories in the near past and with important 
allies within the society; on the other hand, the military, the 
bourgeoisie, and the U nited States, threatened and capable of 
reacting with force, as yet unsure of the outcome but con
vinced that only an armed uprising will stem the tide of social
ist revolution. In this political and social context the Torres 
variety of revolutionary nationalism has exhausted almost all 
of its possibilities as a renovating force . The moment will come 
when the two real options confront each other: either a capi
talist police-state or working-class socialism. 
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